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Routledge handbook of sport for development and
peace / edited by Holly Collison... [et al.]
Collison, Holly
Routledge. London - 2018
Sport and physical activity are now regularly used to promote social and
economic development, peace-building and conflict resolution, on an
international scale. The emergence of the 'Sport for development and
peace' (SDP) sector,...
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Sport and peace-building in divided societies :
playing with enemies / John Sugden with Alan
Tomlinson
Tomlinson, Alan | Sugden, John
Routledge. London - 2018
Sport is a cultural institution that stands at the interface between political and
civil society. In divided communities, sport has been an agent of separation,
sectarian hatred and violence, but also a highly effective tool for c...
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Le sport au service du développement et de la
paix : réflexions sur la centralité des Nations unies /
Pauline Alméras
Alméras, Pauline
Éditions l'Harmattan. Paris - 2018
Le secteur du sport au service du développement et de la paix se structure
aujourd'hui à travers un réseau d'acteurs divers autour du Bureau des Nations
unies. Pourquoi l'ONU considère-t-elle le sport au service du développement
e...
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Localizing global sport for development / Iain
Lindsey... [et al.]
Lindsay, Iain
Manchester University Press. Manchester - 2017
The use of sport to contribute to various development agendas has gained
significant global prominence since the beginning of the 21st century, aligned
with a rapid expansion in the scale of sport for development activities in div...
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Sport in under-resourced, underdeveloped, and
conflict regions / ed. by Meredith A. Whitley... [et
al.]
Whitley, Meredith A.
Routledge. London - 2017
Over the past two decades, scholars and practitioners have taken a keen
interest in the field of sport for development and peace (SDP). These
efforts have largely focused on and debated the merits of sport as a tool for
developmen...
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Sport for development and peace in action :
building facts for founding / Andrew Webb, André
Richelieu
Richelieu, André | Webb, Andrew
The aim of this article is to provide insight on how claims that sport contributes
to development or peace are transformed into facts. Beyond a theoretical
discussion about how sport for development and peace (SDP) facts are built...

Sport for development : an integrated literature
review / Nico Schulenkorf, Emma Sherry, Katie
Rowe
Sherry, Emma | Rowe, Katie | Schulenkorf, Nico
Despite the significant increase of published research in sport-fordevelopment (SFD), to date there have been no attempts to rigorously review
and synthesize scholarly contributions in this area. To address this issue, we
conduct...

Journal of sport for development
[s.n.]. Australie
The “Journal of sport for development” (JSFD) is a peer-reviewed, openaccess journal. The journal’s mission is to advance, examine and disseminate
evidence and best practices for programmes and interventions that use sport
to pro...
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A systematic overiew of sport for development
and peace organisations / Per G. Svensson, Hilary
Woods
Woods, Hilary | Svensson, Per G
The boundaries of sport for development and peace (SDP) encompass many
stakeholders attempting to leverage sport for achieving various development
outcomes. This has attracted researchers to systematically review the SDP
literatur...

Beyond sport for development and peace :
transnational perspectives on theory, policy and
practice / ed. by Lyndsay M. C. Hayhurst... [et al.]
Hayhurst, Lyndsay
Routledge. Abingdon, Oxon, New York, NY - 2016
Debates around the ‘sport for development and peace’ (SDP) movement have
entered a new phase, moving on from simple questions surrounding the utility
of sport as a tool of international development. Beyond Sport for Development
an...
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Managing sport development : an international
approach / ed. by Emma Sherry... [et al.]
Sherry, Emma
Routledge. London - 2016
Sport development has become a significant part of the international sport
industry. The development of sport (creating pathways for participation and
talent development) and sport for development (using sport as a tool to
achieve...
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Olympic Movement stakeholder collaboration for
delivering on sport development in eight African
(SADC) countries / Cora Burnett
Burnett, Cora
University of Johannesburg. Johannesburg - 2015
The conceptual framework is underpinned by network dynamics apparent in
an institutional matrix of Olympic Movement partners. This research aims to
provide insights on collaboration between multi-sectorial stakeholders in eight
So...
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From development of sport to development through
sport : a paradigm shift for sport development in
South Korea / Jae-Pil Ha, Karam Lee & Gwang Ok
Lee, Karam | Ok, Gwang | Ha, Jae-Pil
During the past several decades, South Korea has gained tremendous
international recognition by achieving an excellent performance in a variety of
international sport competitions and hosting numerous mega-sporting events.
Althoug...

Cultivating safe space : lessons for sport for
development projects and events / Ramon Spaaij,
Nico Schulenkorf
Schulenkorf, Nico | Spaaij, Ramon F. J.
Recent research has examined how sports events and sport-for-development
projects can create, sustain, and maximize positive social impacts for local
communities. This article takes this debate forward by arguing that the
cultivat...

Global sport-for-development : critical
perspectives / ed. by Nico Schulenkorf... [et al.]
Schulenkorf, Nico
Palgrave Macmillan. Basingstoke - 2014
In recent years, sport has been used as an instrument through which wider
development objectives are pursued. This includes sport as a means to create
awareness about the risks of HIV; sport as a vehicle to counter inter-group
hos...
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Sport and development policy in Africa : results of
a collaborative study of selected country cases / ed.
Marion Keim... [et al.]
Keim, Marion
Sun Press. Stellenbosch - 2014
This publication is the first of its kind, and the focus on sport and development
policy is a new and exciting initiative towards developing a global policy index
in the future. The particular strength of this study is its discipl...
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Sport, social development and peace / ed. by Kevin
Young... [et al.]
Young, Kevin
Emerald Group Publ. Bingley - 2014
In recent years, sport has attracted considerable attention as an effective
means of combating such local and global issues as war and conflict, poverty,
ethnic reconciliation, and gender conflicts. Sport has been shown to be an e...
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Sport for development and peace : the role of the
International Olympic Committee / Mélodie Arts...
[et al.]
Scheerder, Jeroen | Vos, Steven | Arts, Mélodie
University of Leuven. Leuven - 2013
This report is an updated version of a master's thesis entitled "The growing
importance of non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and intergovernmental
organisations (IGOs) in the sport for development and peace context" (Arts,
201...

Case studies in sport development : contemporary
stories promoting health, peace, and social justice /
ed. by Robert J. Schinke... [et al.]
Schinke, Robert J. (1966-)
Fitness Information Technology. Morgantown, WV - 2013
Sport is more than competition and the opportunity to become physically fit.
Sport and physical activity offer opportunities for people and communities
to forge improved relations. "Case studies in sport development :
contemporary...
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Sport, peace, and development / [ed. by] Keith
Gilbert ... [et al.]
Keith, Gilbert
Common Ground. Champaign, Ill. - 2012
"Sport, Peace, and Development" brings together chapters from both the more
established (UNSDP, UNICEF, Right To Play etc) and emerging organisations
and practitioners in the field. It is the first of its kind, and within its cove...
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Sport for development and peace : a critical
sociology / Simon C. Darnell
Darnell, Simon C.
Bloomsbury Academic. New York - 2012
The role of sport in international development initiatives has grown
dramatically in recent years, evidenced by its place within efforts to meet
the UN’s Millennium goals. In “Sport for development and peace: a critical
sociology”...
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